Synthetic NPA diagnostic for energetic particles in JET plasmas
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JET tokamak outfitted with low-energy neutral particle analyzer [1]
- Simultaneous measurement of hydrogen, deuterium, tritium fluxes on a radial line-of-sight along the outer midplane
- Incoming neutral particles ionized in a stripping foil and accelerated, separated inside the diagnostic with parallel magnetic and electric fields
- For NBI measurements, H energy range 4-97 keV, D 5-41 keV, T 5-22 keV
- Properties of the fast ion distribution can be inferred from the measurements via synthetic diagnostics

NPA signal from NBI ions simulated with synthetic NPA diagnostic [2]
- Monte Carlo integration of fast neutrals and attenuation from 4D distribution, 1D profiles
  \[ \Gamma = \int n_n(x)v(x)e^{-\frac{L}{\lambda}} d\lambda \]

For rapid analysis, plasma profiles obtained from the JETPEAK database
- Comprehensive set of data from flat-top phases in the 2016 hydrogen campaign (C37)
- Neutral profiles pre-calculated for a range of typical plasma parameters

Synthetic NPA from NBI ions was simulated for discharges with simultaneous H and D NBI injection
- Both species simultaneously fitted to measurements to account for uncertainty in neutral profiles (up to 60%)

Simulated signal agrees with measurements at high energies
- Model reproduces 80 keV H beam, 120 keV D beam slowing-down characteristics
- Fraction of fast H, D ions reproduced for different beam power fractions
- Low energies (< 20 keV) dominated by thermal ions depending on plasma H fraction

Conclusion and future work
- ASCOT-based synthetic NPA diagnostic for NBI ion slowing-down agrees with measurements in various discharges in the 2016 hydrogen campaign
- Model will be expanded for high-energy NPA, RF-accelerated particles
  → Validation of ICRH codes
- Characterizing fast ion fluxes can help distinguish signal from bulk thermal ions
  → Isotope ratio measurements
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